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Inside Server-Based ApplicationsMicrosoft Press, 1999
Inside Server-Based Applications is designed to guide you from being a server-based applications novice to becoming a server-based applications expert. I start with some general background material about server-based applications and then move into the specifics of the APIs and technologies that allow you to create useful server-based...
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Microsoft Exchange Server PowerShell Cookbook - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 120 recipes to help you manage and administrate Exchange Server 2013 Service Pack 1 with PowerShell 5


	About This Book

	
		Explore the new features and capabilities of PowerShell 5 and its integration with Exchange Server 2013
	
		Learn how to write scripts and functions, schedule scripts to...
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Next.js Quick Start Guide: Server-side rendering done rightPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create, build and deploy universal JavaScript applications using Next.js

	
		Key Features

		
			Work with the entire tool-chain for developing universal Javascript applications with Next.js
	
			A straightforward guide to implementing server-side rendering
	
			Use Next.js to...
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The Ultimate Windows Server 2003 System Administrator's GuideAddison Wesley, 2003
Windows Server 2003 is more an update of Windows 2000 than a  new operating system. This latest version of the base Windows NT technology now  expands to support Microsoft's .NET Framework and new security initiatives. This  book reflects these changes by expanding our previous book, The Ultimate Windows...
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VMware Horizon View 5.3 Design Patterns and Best PracticesPackt Publishing, 2013

	Taking a rational approach to implementing Horizon View can make all the difference to its future performance and usefulness. This book will help you make all the right decisions for your particular enterprise's needs.


	Overview

	
		Identify the reasons why you are deploying Horizon View, a critical step...
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Connecting with Grieving Clients: Supportive Communications for 14 Common SituationsAmerican Animal Hospital, 2011

	Guiding pet owners through their grief following the loss of a beloved pet is one of the toughest parts of your staff's job. Handled sensitively and compassionately, the situation can strengthen the bond with the client for years to come. The new, second edition of this valuable resource offers specific strategies for dealing with a...
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Hands-On Enterprise Java Microservices with Eclipse MicroProfile: Build and optimize your microservice architecture with JavaPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		An effective guide to designing, building, and deploying enterprise Java microservices with Eclipse MicroProfile

	
		Key Features

		
			Create cloud-native microservices with ease using this detailed guide
	
			Avoid vendor lock-in when implementing microservices using Eclipse...
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Professional Rich Internet Applications: AJAX and Beyond (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Now you can provide users with the same rich experience and functionality on the web that they've become accustomed to on the desktop computer. This book will show you how to take AJAX and Ruby on Rails to the next level by combining numerous cutting-edge technologies in order to develop full-fledged web applications. It explores a number of...
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Office 2010 WorkflowApress, 2010

	Workflow is the glue that binds information worker processes, users, and artifacts. Without workflow, information workers are just islands of data and potential. Office 2010 Workflow details how to implement workflow in SharePoint 2010 and the client Microsoft Office 2010 suite to help information workers share data, enforce...
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OpenLayers 2.10 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Web mapping is the process of designing, implementing, generating, and delivering maps on the World Wide Web and its products. OpenLayers is a powerful, community driven, open source, pure JavaScript web mapping library. With it, you can easily create your own web map mashup using WMS, Google Maps, and a myriad of other map backends....
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Full Stack Web Development with Backbone.jsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Learn how to build a full-stack application with Backbone.js by taking advantage of JavaScript modules, workflow automation, and Backbone’s interface building blocks. With this practical guide, author Patrick Mulder takes experienced backend developers and JavaScript programmers through the steps necessary to create a fully...
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Web Developer's Reference GuidePackt Publishing, 2016

	
		A one-stop guide to the essentials of web development including popular frameworks such as jQuery, Bootstrap, AngularJS, and Node.js

	
		About This Book

		
			Understand the essential elements of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, including how and when to use them
	
			Walk through three of the...
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